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ABSTR.4.CT
Proxemic Behaviors of Sociometrically Identified
Preschool Children
by
Laura Gaynard ,

~mster

of Science

Utah State University, 1980
:·!aj or Professor: Dr . J. Craig Peery
Department: Family and Human Development
From a population of 160 children, 59 were sociometrically
identified into four categories :
rejected .

popular, amiable , isolated, and

Same -sexed pairs of children 1·1ere t hen observed in an

e>eperimental play situation in tvhich two e.h.7erir:;1enters) using a

computerized event recorder) obtained the

&~aunt

of time each

identified child spent at various distances (0- 305 em) from the
confederate .

Frequency of

~eves

was also recorded .

A general

pattern of proxemic behavior for all children, across category,
was found :o exist in which subjects spent the majority of time at
distances of 30 . 5 em to 122 em and very little tiQe at greater
distances .

Analyses of the data also produced differences in proxemic

behavior between categories :

the popular children spent the

majority o: their session time close to the confederates (0 to 91.5
em) , and very little time at g reater distances .
children made
but

~<ere

attem~pts

The rejected

to maintain close distaqces to their peers

rejected by the other children which led to a large

ix

proportion of time being spent further away from the confederates
(152 . 5 to 305 em) .

The amiable children spent the majority of their

time at intermediate distances of 31.5 to 244 em and the isolated
children maintained the longest durations of tine at the greatest
distances for all four categories .
in relation to Hall ' s

1

These findings were discussed

theory of adult personal space zones.

~- T. Hall, The Silent Dimension, New York:

Doubleday, 1966.

(74 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Previous research indicates that preschoolers are differentiated
in terms of the extent to which they are acceptable to others (Koch,
1933; No rec>o, 1942; Clorthway, 1943; Dunnington, 1957; Hartup, Glazer
&

Charlesworth , 1966; t•loore, 1967), and suggests that there is

considerable consistency in a child ' s degree of acceptability
(Biehler, 1954; I·1arshall & HcCandless, 195 7).

The social strata

that results from preschoolers' social behavior exerts a strong

influence on the future of each child because much of a child ' s adjust ment in a group depends on the degree t o which others find him
acceptable (Lippett, 1941; Garvey, 1973; Ladd & Oden, 1977).
relations

~ave

Peer

important predictive consequences in terms of later

social adjustment a'ld mental health (Hoore, 1967; O'Connor, 1969) .
Understanding will lead to the specification of certain peer-relation
factors '"hich possibly account for differences in social identification (lforeno, 1942; Northway , 1942; i•loore , 196 7; 0' Connor, 1969;
Garvey, 1973; Gottman , Gonso & Rasmussen, 1975; Gottman, 1977).
Studies of popularity and its opposites, rejection (and
isolation), among children, suggest that nonverbal behavior affects

the degree to which children are accepted or rejected by their peers ,
and is central to the establishment and maintenance of r elationships
among peers (Scherer, 1974; Gott man, Gonso, & Rasmussen, 1975;
Argyle & Cook, 1976; Schaeffer & Higgens, 1976) .

To date there is

insufficient understanding as to the specific nonverbal behavior

2

characteristics of young children who receive high or low status in
the earliest stable peer group experience (Beaver, 1932; Dunnington,
1957; McMahan , 1976).
Sociometric Identification
A picture sociometric technique for use wit h preschool children
has evolved in which each chi l d in a preschool class is shown
pictures of his classmates and asked to identify both positive and
negative social preferences, e . g ., Who do you most play with?
don 't you play with?
1957; Peery, 1979).

etc .

(Dunnington, 1957 ,

~larshall

lo/ho

& acCandless,

Recently, Peery (1979) has reconceptualized the

scoring for this technique dividing sociometric outcomes into four
categories of popular, rejected, amiable and isolated, rather than
the usual two (popular and rejected).
using

tt¥0

scoring

dimens~ons :

These categories are determined

Social impact is the number of times a

child is mentioned by his classmates on the sociometric questionnai r e .
Social preference is the number of times a child is mentioned
negatively subtrac t ed from t he number of times he is men tioned
positively.

Popular sociometric status refers to children who

receive high social impact and scores and posi tive social prefe re nce

ratings.

The rejected child receives attention from his peers (high

social impact) but has a negative social preference score.

The

isolated child has low soc ial impact sco r es an d negative social
preference scores.

The amiable child i s designa t ed as

hav~ng

a low

social impact rating but receive s positive social preference scores.

Identifying children in each of these categories is efficien tly
accomplished by administering this picture sociometric technique.

3

Behavior Correlates of Sociometric Status
The social processes involved in the variable ability of
individuals to establish and maintain peer relations is a complex
phenomenon that includes both the verbal and nonverbal modes of
communication (Alt~an, 1975; Gottman, Gonso , & Ras~ussen, 1975).
While both areas offer interesting avenue s of research , this study
is concerned with the relationshi;> bet<veen nonverbal behavior and
children's sociometric status.

Nonverbal communication has been defined as the exchange of
information through nonlinguistic signs (Harrison, 1974), and has its
beginnings in the first days of life (Condon & Saunde~s , 1973; Peery,
In Press).

By two years of age the child is capable of communicatin g

nearly a dozen different emotions with his body alone
1933).

(~ridges ,

The fact that the nonverbal system of cOl!h1lunication precedes

t he verbal mode, leads many to consider the possibility that body
motion is more important than verbal communication for certain kinds

of interaction (Wood , 1976).
Of particular concern in the study of nonverbal communica tion is
pro xemic behavior.

Hall (1966) coined the

ter~

proxemics to define

those nonverbal communicative acts which are used to structure

personal space .
Proxe~cs

and Personal Space

Personal space deals directly with the area that sur r ounds an
individual.

Etho l ogists have carefully studied personal space in

animals by observing their habits in natural settings.

Through these

4

investigations, and recent observations of human behavior, it is

obvious that the proxemic behavior of the latter differs markedly
from that of other animals (Evans & Howard, 1973; Altman, 1975) .
Hall (1966) likens the pers onal space behavior to "bubbles" or zones
which are controlled by each individual's assessment of the immediate
situation and impending interaction.
regions of personal space:

Hall has conceptualized four

(a) the intimate zone, which is reserved

for very personal relationships extends from zero to 46 em, (0 to
1 . 5 f t.) away from the individual; (b) the personal zone extends 46
em to 122 em (1.5 to 4 ft . ) from the person and is reserved for
contacts with people of a friendly nature; (c) the social zone
encompasses the area 122 em to 365 em (4 to 12 ft.) from the
individual and is reserved for business and general social contacts;

(d) the public zone is typically used for formal occasions including
meetings, public speakers, or interaction

~vith

high status persons,

and encompasses the 365 em to 730 em (12 to 24 ft.) distance around
a person.

Each of these zones is used to avoid inappropriate

intrusions upon others and to regulate interaction between people.

Thus, personal space operates as a buffer mediated by a series of
behaviors that check whether an approacher should be encouraged in
his approach or discouraged from coming further (Crane, Note 1).
Proxemic Behavior as a Function of Sociometric Status

According to Argyle and Cook (1976) social behavior consists of
interaction sequences in

~vhich

each interactor is aware of his part .

There also exists a close coordination of the moves by each involved

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTM eNT OF FAMILY & HUM AN DSVELOPMENT
UMC29
LOGAN, UTAH 84322

member .
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Thus, in order to initiate a social encounter a number of

distinctive nonverbal moves have to be made.

These usually include

approaching nearer to the other, changing orientation, and looking

at him to see if the proposed encounter is acceptable (feedback).

In

this two-way interaction, each person is independently pursuing his
own social goals, responding to feedback from other interactants.

Argyle and Cook (1976), suggest a stimulus-response, social-skill
model that conceptualizes such interaction as a persistent production

of related responses which are evoked by feedback obtained from others
in the interactional situation.

The normal social process may thus

be depicted as a cyclical event in which responses of one interactant

are dependent on the feedback or the social initiation (stimulus) of
another participant .

Bakken ' s research (Note 2) correlating proxemic behavior and
sociometric status becomes interestiQg when interpreted in light of

Argyle and Cook 's stimul us - response, social - skill model.

Bakken ' s

data showed amiable and isolated children spending more time at
greater distances from their peers which created larger personal
space distances between subjects and limited the amount of close

interaction possible .

The popular children spent more time physical ly

close to their peers which maximized their close personal exchanges.
Hence, t he amiable and isolated children not only seem to spend
less time interacting at close distances, thus experien cing fetver

social encounters, but according to Argyle and Cook (1976), they
should theoretically also emit nonverbal feedback that discourages
social initiation from others.

This would further limit their

6

social contact (impact), thus affecting their sociometric status.
Just the opposite situation appears to be taking place with the
popular and the re jected children .

These children initiate contact

within their smaller personal space zones and maintain a high degree
of physical contact, thereby facilitating social exchange with
others.
In ligh t of Bakken ' s data, a nonverbal interactional feedback
system seems to be operating within the preschool social strata,
which is directly related in some manner to var i ous sociometric

statuses of children .

If preschoolers have established personal space

boundaries, as has been su-gested, and indicated previously (Eberts &
Lepper, 1975; Hall, 1966; Crane, Note l; Bakken, Note 2), proxemics
might provide valuable insight into the behavioral differences
between children of different sociometric status.
Observation of Proxemic Behavior
Previous research on proxemics in children frequently asked the
children verbally to identify zones (distances) with cards, paper
figures, or stories (Hamid, 1974; Scott , 1974; Melson, 1976).

The

determination of <;hether children are unaware of personal space
mechanisms o r are simply unable verbal l y t o respond has created
ambigui t y.

This has resulted in a controversy as to whether pre-

schoolers have developed stable proxemic behaviors .

In vivo

observations of children's proxemic behavior leads t o evidence t hat
personal space zones are truly developed at the preschool level.
Wher e behavioral observations have been employed with preschoolers ,

~anifest

personal space has been

(Eberts & Lepper, 1975; Crane,

Note 1; Bakken, Note 2) .

Play Behavior
Play constitutes a major part of a preschooler ' s life.

It is

relevant to the study of proxemic behavio r due to the private schedules
and boundaries for entry and exit of play that exist among individual
children (Sutton- Smith, 1967).

There is a difference in t he ease

t<ith which individuals can initiate and integra te play

encounters

which may be di rectly influenced by relevant psycho l ogical functions
(Su tton-Scith, 196 7) .

Thus, play is thought to be influenced by

personal space boundaries and also various psychological social
variab l es .

This knowledge increases the relationship between

children ' s sociometric status and proxemic behavio r as expressed

through play.
Previous observational studies of children's play indicate that
the presence of mo re than one type of play stimulus i n an experimental
condition results in toy effects that are confounding to the results
obtained (Bakken, Note 2).

Attractiveness of various toys has

differential effects on subjects that may increase or decrease the
~a unt

of time children may remain in proxemity t o a particular toy,

regardless of that child ' s peer status.

Hence the only play

stimulus used in this study was play dough.
allo~;ed

This play ma teri al

the children to manipulate the play style as they desired:

\fhether a child wished to remain in solitary play or join with another
ch ild

~;as

entirely his/her own choice .

This type of medium was also

conductive to all styles of play and did not force any specific
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situation.

It was also anticipated that the play dough would cause

the children to remain at the table which would make it easier to
measure interpersonal distance.

Summary
Previ ous study has indicated that the nonverbal communication
system includes behaviors affecting the various sociometric ratings
received by children (Sutton- Smith, 1967; Evans & Howard, 1973;
Altman, 1975; Bakken, Note 2).

This study examined the proxemic

behavior of sociometrically identified preschool children in a dyadic
play situation .

The children o1ere sociometrically identified into

one of five categories , (popular, rejec ted, isolated, amiable, and

nonidentified), and their personal space behavior, in a play set ting,
observed to determine if differences in sociometric status are

manifested in varying types of proxemic behavior .

The play setting

imposed situational constraints on the children ' s play behavior,
allowing their pe r sonal space characteristics to be fully functional .
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l!ET110D
Subjects
A total of 160 children (80 female , 80 male) from 8 classes of
20 students each from Child Development Laboratories were employed
as subjects for the soc i ometric identification .

Fifty- Nine socio-

metricall y ident ified children and 59 nonidentified children were
observed together in a dyadic play situation.

Ages of the children

ranged from 3- 5 t o 5- 0 years of age , mean age for each identified
category was as follows:

popular , 50 months; amiable, 49 mon t hs ;

isolated , 51 months; rejected , 50 months .

The sample identified by

the sociometric measure yi e l ded the following sex distribut ion:
popular, 8 females, 7 males; amiable , 9 female s, 5 males; isolated,
6 females, 8 males ; rejected, 8 females , 8 oales.

Subjects were

predominantly middle- class Caucasians from communi ties surrounding
the university .
Identifying !·feasures
Target children i n each soc iometri c ca tegory were identified

using t he sociome tric picture te chnique (Peery , 1979).

Four weeks

after the preschool class had begun , a picture board cont aing a
3 x 3 inch pho t og raph of each child in a particu lar lab school
class r oom was set up in the room for the t<eek i mme diately pr eceeding
t he sociometr ic testing .

At the beginning of t he fifth t•eek chi ldren

were individually asked to point to the picture and/or name a child ,
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in response to the following questions, which were counterbalanced
to avoid ordering effect:
1.

Whom do you like to play outside with?

2.

Whom do you l ike to sit next to for s t o r ies on the rug?

3.

When you can do whatever you want to, whom do you like to
do i t wi th?

Then the negative questions were asked:
4.

Whom don ' t you play with outside?

5.

Whom don't you sit next to for stories on the rug?

6.

When you can do whatever you want whom don ' t you play with?
11

Unless the child volunteered two names, the experimenter asked,
else?

1
'

Who

until two names were obtained.

Social impact of each child "as determined by the number of
times a child \Vas mentioned by his classmates on the sociometric

questionnaire (positively or negatively) .

Social preference was the

number of times a child was mentioned negatively , subtracted from the

number of times a child was mentioned positively.

The children ' s

social impact and social preference scores were t hen plotted on
intersecting axes (Figure 1).

Those children who were closest to the

l imits of the maxi mum cho i ce space were then identi f i ed i n each
quadr an t.

The 59 noni dentified subjects we r e sel ected from the

population of childr en that wer e not identified as popular , amiable ,
isolated, or rejec t ed .
Procedure
The research laboratory of the Department of Family and Human
Development was utilized for the observation of the subjects .

This
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room is especially designed for observation procedures behind one
way mirrors, and measures 13.7 m x 13 . 9 m.

The only objects in the

room were a ch ild-size d table 340 em long placed flush agains t one
wall on a piece of plastic that extended 61 em (2 ft.) out from one
side of the table.

There were also 10 balls of green colo red play

dough placed at 30.5 em (1 ft .) intervals on top of the table.
Masking tape markers, 2.54 em (l inch) long <Jere placed on the
wall at 30 .5 em intervals to facilitate scoring the child ' s position .
A binary code for each of· 30 . 5 em zones was taped to the <Jall above
the table (Figure 2).

The zones consisted of the 10, 30.5 em

distances along the table, and one "off-task" zone.

This last zone

included the area extending 61 em (2 ft . ) or greater from the table .
The children were free to move about anywhere in the room during the

observation peri od .
Two children of the same sex were brought to the research lab
for a ten minu te observation period.
identified sample of target children .

One child was from the
The other child was from the

nonidentified group of children.

The experimenter brought the child ren into the research lab with
the instructions:

" I ' d like you to play with any of the balls of

play dough on the table, and make whatever you ;;ant .
a fe1o1 minutes to take you back to class . "

I' 11 be back in

The experimenter left the

room and the obs ervation commenced for the ten minute per i od .
Data Collection
To measu re the interactional proxemics of the children, the
location of each child was continuously recorded .

Two trained

13
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observers recorded the location and change of location of the children .
These observers achieved an inter-rater reliability for duration of
time in each location of 96.1% .
duration was 1.19 seconds.
the t••o observers •<as 100%.

The mean time for erro r s in

The location inter-rater reliability for
These scores were obtained by having

both observers simultaneously score one child's movements and

durations of time spent in each location.
During the ten minute observation period , one observer watched

the nonidentified child and the second observer scored the child from
the identified sample.

S,;itches were connected to an especially

designed multiplexor , integrated with a compute r, that recorded the
frequency and duration for each child in each zone .

The following

data were then stored for lat e r analysis of total session time,

total time at each distance apart, median time at each distance
apart, mean

ti~

at each distance apart, and frequency of moves to

each distance.

TI1e observers manipulated four S\vitches each to correspond with

the binary numbers placed above each zone on the ,;all behind the
table in the observation room, to record the children ' s movements

from one dis tance to another (Figur e 2) .

This allowed t he multi-

plexor to contin uously monitor the incidence and duration of the
various configurations of switches .

\Vhen a child was off-task , the

switches fo r t ha t particular child ,;ere placed in an off position.

15
Data Analys is
The data were analyzed in terms of two situations:
long did the children remain at different distances?
the children choo se to move?
decisions made by each child :

(b) \.Jhere did

This analysis conc ern s the fo l lo•Iing
" Given that

here how l ong do I stay? " and, "Given that
where do I go from here?"

(a) How

have decided to stay

have decided to move ,

Peery (Note 3) conce]Jtualized these

decisions by means of a diagram (Figure 3) .

When a chil d is in a

certain location he can decide to remain there or to move to another
location.

Analys i s in terms of these t wo situations indicated which

distances we r e most sought out by the various sociometric categories
of children .

It also revealed the duration of time spent at each

distance for each category.

T ime •

t

Figure 3.

Analysis in terms of t wo decisions made by each chil d .
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RESULTS

Similar proxemic patterns for all children observed, regardless
of category , were found to exist.

The proxemic behavior of children

from different sociometric status were also found to differ
substantially .
Interpersonal Distance

~lean

proportion of time spent at each distance.

1\Jelve analysis

of variance tests run on the mean proportion of time spent at each
distance for all fonr categories produced st,ti s tically .nonsignificant results (see Table l for results at each distance) .
The l ack of significance was due to large standard deviations for
each category, and the fact that after the 152 . 5 em (5 ft.) distance,
the number of zeros per cell increases substantially enough to affect
the strength of the anova statistic.

Figure 4 illustrates the mean

proportion of time spent at each distance, zero to ten feet apart .

It is obvious from this distribution that although statistical
significance was not found , that behavioral diffe rences between the
four catego r ies of sociometrically identified ch i ldren do exis t .

The

greatest differences occur at the less than 30.5 em (l ft . ) , the
152.5 em (5 ft . ) and the 244 em (8 ft . ) distances, (all of which
produced statistically significant results with the Kruskall-\<lallis
stat is tic) .
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Table 1
11ean Percent of Time Spent at Each Dis tance Per Ca te go r y

Distance
Less t han
30.5 em

x
SD

x

30.5 em
Apart

SD

61 em
Apart

SD

91.5 em
Apart

x

x
SD

122 em

x

Apart

SD

152.5 em
Apar c

SD

183 em
Apar t

SD

213 .5 em
Apart

SD

244 em
Apar t

SD

274 .5 em
Apart

SD

305 em
Apart

SD

x

X

x

x

x

x

Popular

Ami able

5 . 53
10.74

1.00
2 . 29

2 . 29
7. 42

1. 41
3.04

1. 37

. 26

47 . 93
32 . 86

34 . 18
31. 84

33.07
30.21

32 . 63
34 . 74

. 76

.52

25.13
17.90

30 .71
25.17

37 .9 3
18. 83

28.50
26.30

. 84

. 48

16.13
22 . 67

16 . 25
24 . 99

14 . 68
21.02
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The distribution depicted in Figure 4 also illustrates the lack
of nor:nality in the distribution of this data, «hich further decreased
the strength of the analysis of variance statistic.

This distribution

illustrates a general proxemic pattern of preschool children who spend
the greatest proportion of time in the 30.5 em to 152.5 em (1 to 5
ft.) dis t ances , with much less tiQe being spen t in the le ss than 30 . 5
em distance, and those distances greater than 152.5 em; popular
children spent 92.5% of their time 30.5 to 122 em (1 to 4 ft . ) apart;
amiable children spent 79% of their time at this distance apart;
isolated childrent spent 88% of their total time 30.5 to 122 em (1 to
4 ft .) apart; rejected children spent 84.05% of total session time
at these close distances to their confede i:"ates ..

Time spent separated by different dis t ances .
across sessions , normalized rela t ive

f~equency

For comparability

distributions were

plotted for the distances of less than 30.5 em (1 ft.) to 305 em (10
f t.) (Figures 5 thr·ough 15).

This al l owed comparison of the frequency

distributions for each distance for all four ca te go r ies.
tions for the less than 30.5

c~

Distribu-

to 305 em distances reveal general

proxemic similarities fo r all children, regardless of sociometric
category .
All of the eleven frequency distributions are skewed, to some
degree , to t he left, demonstrating many more interactions in the

less t han 30.5 em to 122 em (0 to 4 ft.) distances than in the 15 2 .5
em (5 ft . ) to 305 em (10 ft.) distances for all four categories of
observed children .
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Examination of the eleven frequency distributions reveals that

as the distances increase between the dyads, the tails of the
distributions shorten, indicating less time spent at distances

greater than 152.5 em (5 ft.) .

Comparison of the distributions at

the distances of 30.5 em, (1ft.), 61 em (2ft . ), and 91 .5 em (3ft.)
demonstrates similarities for all categories of children .

Regardless

of the sociometric status of the subjects, they all spent a greater
amount of long durations in these distances as compared to the time

spent at 122 em or greater , (4ft . or greater).

All categories of

children exhibited behavior of 50 seconds and longer in the 0 to 91 . 5
em (0 to 3ft.) distances.

H01.;ever, when 122 em (4 ft.) or further

from their peers, the amount of durations 30 se.conds or longer,
continually decrease for all categories.

Differences in proxemi.c behavior as a function of sociometric

status.

The Kruskall - Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks

was utilized to analyze the differences in duration times among the

identified categories of children .

The Kruskall - l./allis statistic

'\vas selected to analyze the differences between catego r ies in time
spent at var ious distances due to the .presence of many more short

than long durations .

The Kruskall- Wallis compared the shapes of

frequency dist ributions to detect differences between the sociomet ric
categories.

This statistic uses an

distribution (df

=

11

H11 value with a chi- square

K - l), and has a po1;er efficiency of 95.5% <<hen

compared to "F" test (Ferguson, 1976).
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Table 2 presents the results for the Kruskall- Wallis one - way
analysis of variance for less than 30.5 em (1 ft.) to 305 em (10 ft.)
distances and for off-task alone, and off-t ask t ogether with the
confederate .

The off-task zone represents any time either child

moved more than 61 em (2 ft .) away from the table on which the play
dough was situated.

The means and standard devia t ions of time spent

at each distance for all four categories are also presented in Table 2.
Statistically significant diffe r ences were found in four of the
twelve distances; less than 30.5 em (1ft . ) apart , (p < . 04); 152.5
em (5 ft.) apart (p < .000); 244 em (8 ft.) apart, (p < . 01); target
child off-task alone (p < .04).

Mean propor tion of transitions for each category.

Previous

analysis of this data has focused on the child ' s question:

Given that

I have decided t o stay at this distance, hm< long before I move?

This

question concerns the amount of time that a child remains at a

specific distance from the nonidentified child .

Separate from this

decision is the question of frequenc y , or transitions:

How many times

does a child move a particular distance from the confederate?

Figure

16 illustrates the mean proportion of transitions for each category
in the zero to 305 em (0 to 10 ft.) distances.

Once again, the

distribution is greatly skewed to the left with the greatest
percentage of transitions occur rin g in the 30.5 to 122 em (1 to 4 ft . )
distances.

The greatest amount of discrepancy is found at the follow-

in g distances:

0 t o 30.5 em (0 to 1ft.); 152.5 em (5 ft . ); and 244

em (8 ft.) apart.

This is consistent with the findings of the
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Table 2
Neans ,

Standard Deviations, H Value and
Probability for Each Category

Popular Amiable

Distance

Less than
30 . 5 em
Apart

x
SD

x

Isolated

Rejected

H

p<

8 .97
2_4 . 45

5 . 33
14.74

8.0
15.65

6. 7
15.36

8.29

.04**

24.92
54 . 00

22.78
40.11

25 . 65
55.40

39.73
70.53

4. 34

.2 3

12 . 48
18.94

25.0
40.14

19 . 11
30.6 7

24.25
43.58

2 . 05

. 56

18.42
28.74

22 . 56
34.0 1

17 . 55
40.96

18 . 06
25.09

3 . 05

. 38

6.12
10.45

8.56
18.89

10.40
18 . 22

16 . 26
42.62

4 . 13

.25

. 67
.9 7

20 .08
42.73

6 .33
10 . 21

2. 75
5 . 95

17.75

30.5 em
Apa rt

SD

61 em
Apa rt

SD

91.5 em
Apart

SD

122 em
Apart

SD

152 .5 em
Apart

SD

183 em
Apart

X

l. 24

SD

1. 56

3.05
3.5 1

3.53
6 . 00

1.09
1.63

4.7

. 19

213 . 5 em
Apa rt

X

SD

1. 24
2.29

4.83
12.42

2.25
4.02

3.13
4 . 64

4 . 14

.25

244 em
Apart

2 . 29
6. 73

o.oo

SD

0.00

. 21
. 43

1.95
4.07

10 . 64

2 74.5 em
Apart

SD

. 18
. 39

1. 00
2. 76

. 65
1. 22

. 63
2.25

1. 89

. 59

305 em
Apa rt

.so

SD

1. 21

.43
1.16

16.11
34 . 68

2. 35
6.12

3.0

. 39

18.54
40.61

17.00
31.33

13.2 7
18 .23

29 . 07
6 7. 57

1.52

. 68

12 . 45
29.21

19 . 3
81.37

9. 84
17 . 36

12.29
41.87

8. 5

. 04**

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x

Both
Children
Off- Task

SD

Target
Alone
Off - Task

SD

x

>'n'<Indicates Statisti call y Significant Results

. 000'"'

.01**
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frequency distributions previously presented and the results of the
Kruskall- \lallis statistic.
What is very different about this distribution, in relation
to those presented previously, is that there appears to be large
movement discrepancies in the 213 .5 to 305 em (7 to 10 ft.) distances.
The isolated children move to the 244 and 274 .5 em (9 and 10 ft.)
distances) almost .01% of their total transitions, and moves to the
244 em (9 ft.) distance

r~ke

fo r the amiable children.

up .009% of the total transitions

This contrasts to the popular and rejected

children who make only . 004% of their transitions to these large
distances.

This finding is not consistent with the frequency

distributions or <Jith the Kruskall-Wallis stat ist ic.

Figure 16

indicates that the popular and rejected children seek interaction at
the closer distances more often than the amiable and isolated children
they thus make fe,;er moves away from their confederates to the
gre ater distances.
Off- Task Behavior
Wnen a child was not playing with the play dough and was 61 em
(2 ft .) o r more a<my from th e table, he or she was considered to be
off- task.

Figure 17 illustrates the mean proportion of total session

time spent by each sociometric category off-task, while the nonidentified child was still attendi ng to the stimulus material .

The

popular children exhibited the greates t proportion of behavior in
this zone, resulting in a mean proportion of total session time in

this zone of .1%.

This compares t o the . 05% fo r the amiable
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children, .07% for the isolated children , and .03% for the rejected
children.
The data presented in Figure 17 for the identified children
off-task alone are interesting in comparison with t he histograms
illustratin g the mean pr opo rtion of total session time spent off-task
with t he nonidentified child fo r each ca t ego r y .

Once again , the

popular children spent .1% of their t ime off-task with the other
child, and the only category of children that d i d not increase the
amount of time spent off-t ask alone in comparison with the time
spen t off- task with the nonident i fied child.

This is distinct f r om

the other th r ee groups of children; the amiable , isolated, and
re jected children all increased in the amoun t of time spent off-task
when with the confederate.
TI1e Kruskall- Wal l is statistic used to determine differences in
t he amount of time t he nonidentified child r en spent off-task alone
yielded nonsignificant results (see Table 3).

Table 3
Neu tral Children:Off-.Task Behavio r Alone

Mean (Seconds)

3.99

Standard Deviation

6. 781

11

2.63

H

11

Value

Probability

0 . 45
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D
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.2

.I ll

.0&

Toqetlrler

Figure 17 .

AlOfle

1

:-lean percent of tine spent off - task alone and with the
confederate.
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DISCUSSION

The data resulted in five major findings.

First, a general

pattern of proxemic behavior for preschool children was discovered,
with the greatest percent of time being spent at close distances to
other children of 0 to 122 em (0 to 4 ft.) .

Very little time was

spent at distances greater than 152.5 em (5 ft.).

Host of the

children observed spent more short than long durations at distances
of less than one foot from their confederates.
Second, statistically significant differences were found to
exist between the four sociometric categories at the following
distances; 0 to 30 . 5 em (0 to l ft.); 152 . 5 em (5 ft.) ; and
244 em (8 ft.).
Third, when comparing the distributions of the mean proportion
of time spent at each distance, differences in proxemic behavior

between the four categories o f children were found to exist,
especially at the 0 to 30.5 em (0 to 1 ft.) distance, the 152.5 em
(5 ft.) distance and the 244 em (8ft.) distance.
Fo ur t h , t he t r ansitional behavior of the children at each
distance, discriminated between the four sociometric categories

of children at the following distances; 0 to 30 . 5 em (0 to 1ft.);
152.5 em (5 ft.); 244 em (8ft.) ; 274.5
ft.).

em (9ft . ) and 305 em (10

The differences between categories at the 274.5 em and 305

em (9 and 10 ft.) distances ,;ere inconsistent with the other findings
but were hypothesis confirming, since the popular and rejected
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children made less transitions to these large distances than the
amiable or isolated children.
Fifth, statistically significant differences were found to exist
when the children were off -task alone in the experimental situation
with the popular children spending considerably more time in this
zone than the other three catego ries of children.
Proxemic Behavior

Similarities across categories.

The data suggest some overall

proxemic behavior patterns for all children 3-5 to 5-0 years of
age.

The distributions representing the mean proportion of time at

each distance (Figure 4), appear similar in basic shape.

All four

groups of children spent their greatest proportion of time at distance

of 30 .5 and 60 em (1 and 2 ft.) from their confederates .

At

distances of 91 .5 and 122 em (J and 4ft.) , all of the distributions
decline at app r oximately the same rate.

The mean proportions of

time are low for all four groups at the 244 em (8ft.), 274.5 em
(9ft.), 305 em (10ft.) distances, after stabilizing at the 152.5
em (5 ft.), 183 em (6f t .), and 213.5 em (7ft.) distances.
The distributions for the mean proportion of transitions for

each of the four categories also illustrate similar patterns of
behavior, with the largest proportions of moves for all categories
occurring at the 61 and 91.5 em (2 and 3 ft . ) distances .

"~en

compared with the normalized relative frequency distributions,
there appears to be greater discrepancies in transition behavior in
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the distances of 231.5 em (7ft.), 244 em (8ft . ), 274 . 5 em (9ft.)
and 305 em (10 ft.) but the overall shape of all these distributions
are skewed to the left indicating a larger proportion of interaction
at the distances of 0 to 122 em (0 to 4ft . ).
Hall (1966) conducted research with adults that resulted in the
specification of four distinct personal zones:

(a) Zone One

consisted of a distance of 0 to 46 em (0 to 1 . 5 ft . ), which was
reserved for very personal, intimate contacts; (b) Zone Two extended
from 46 em to 122 em (1.5 to 4ft.), and was used by adults for
friendly contacts ; (c) Zone Three encompassed the 122 em to 366 em
(4 to 12 ft .) area around the individual and was maintained at times
of business transactions and social engagements ; (d) Zone Four
was reserved for formal affairs , and extended 366 em to 732 em (12
to 24 ft.) from the individual .
In light of Hall ' s findings , overall proxemic patterns of the
preschoolers obse r ved in this study becomes very interesting.
Previously , much ambiguity surrounded the concept of preschool
children consisten tly utilizing personal space zones th at were at
all similar to those typically maintained by adults .

The present

data suggest tha t by the time a child is of preschool age, he or she
has already developed, and is maintaining , personal space behavior
that is indeed very close t o that displayed by adults.

Hall's

second zone (friendly zone) that extended 46 em to 122 em (1.5 to 4
ft.) from the individual, was used by adults for friendly, personal ,
(but not intimate), contacts.
of this study .

This is consistent with the findings

The majority of the children observed spent the
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greatest amount of time in the 30.5 to 122 em (1 to 4 ft.) distance,
regardless of category.

Hence, what Hall (1966) found to be true

of adults' proxemic behavior appears to be shared by children of
preschool age, in relation to the experimental condition:

the

children would be expected to feel "friendly" with the confederate
in the observation room since the children had been together in the
same preschool classroom for at least sLx weeks .

Although some of

these children may feel even more intimately close t o their
confederate, (as in di cated by a substantial amount of time spent
by some of the subjects, at less than 30 . 5 em (1ft.), most
children related to their confederates on a fr iendly basis and thus
maintained a distance of 30 to 122 em (1 to 4 ft.) from them.
The popular children spent twice as much time at the 0 to 30.5

em (0 to 1 ft .) distance than the other three categories of children.
In light of Hall's theory of proxemics (1966), it is possible that
the popular ch ildren desire a closer personal space "bubble" than
the other three sociometric categories which res ulted in more

interaction in the 0 to 30.5 em distance.

These data might also be

interpreted in terms of the sociometric ratings received by the

popular children .

The fact that the popular ch ildren were rated by

their peers as being well liked might indicate that they related more
intimately with a greater proportion of the children in the classroom .
Hence, more behavior would be exhibited in the zone that Hall referred
to as the intimate distance (0 to 30 . 5 em or 0 to 1 ft.)
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In

su~~ry,

the intimate and personal zones of personal space

maintenance set forth by Hall in 1966, in relation to adult proxemic
behavior, may very possibly apply to children as young as 3 to 5
years of age, as indicated by these data.

All of the subjects,

regardless of sociometric category, spent the greatest proportion of
time 30 . 5 to 122 em, (1 to 4ft.), from their confederates , which
corresponds with Hall's personal zone ( 112), reserved by adults for
use in friendly situations.

Differences between sociometric categories.

Popular children

exhibited by far the most behavior of the four categories of
children at a distance of 30 .5 em (1 ft .) from their peers .

These

children spent 48% of their total session time at this distance,
and 40% of their time at the 61 and 91.5 em (2 and 3 f t.)

dist~<ces .

These distances are considered close proximities of interaction

within the friendly personal space zone as designated by Hall (1966).
Although popular children did not spend proportionately large
amounts of time (7%) at a distance of less than 30 em (1 ft . ) from
their confede r ates, they did exhibit the grea t est amount of
behavior at this distance, spending almost twice as much time here as

the othe r three categories of children .
The popular children spent very little time more than 91 . 5 en
(3 ft . ) from the other children .

Only .05% of their total session

time ''as spent at a distance of 122 em (4 ft.) from their peers with
the pe r centage of time spent at greater distances steadily decreasing.

The original prediction that the popular children would spend the
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larges t proportion of their total sess ion time in close proximity to
their peers and <>aul d avoid spending much time at fa r distances
from their confederates <>as substantiated.
The findings rel ated to pop ular children are consistent <·lith
the high social i mpact scores r eceived by this category .

Since they

spent 88% of their t o t a l session time at distances less than 91 . 5
em (3 f t . ), they «auld obviously r eceive high visibility (impact)
scores from t he ir peers.

The pos itive social preference scores

received by the popular children may possibly be a r esult of their
high social impact.

Al l child r en, regardless of category spen t t he

highest proportion of time 61 to 122 em (1 to 4 ft.) f r om their
confederates.

The fact th a t t he pop ul ar chil d ren so ugh t out these

cl ose distances frequentl y , may contribute to their high social
preference scores.

Ami able child r en spent the largest percen tage of their t otal
time (33%) in the 30 . 5 em (1 f t. ) distance, as did the popul a r
children, but t hi s percent is much lo<;er than that of the popul a r
children .

Amiable children also spent almos t t he same amount of

time at the 61 em as t he y did at the 30.5 distance, (34% and 33%
respectively ) .

This i s a dramatic contrast to the popular chil drens '

time, who spent almost hal f again as much of t heir t o tal time at
the 30 . 5 em (l ft . ) distance and only 25 % of their time at the 61
em (2 ft . ) dis tance .

It appears that t he amiable children seek out

an inte r a ctional distance th a t i s approxima t e l y 30 . 5 em (l ft . )
further apa rt from t he ir peers t han t he in teracti onal dis t ance
mos t so ugh t by the popula r children .
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The amiable children had more interaction of longer durations
in the distances larger than 122 em (4 ft.) than the popular children.
This Has dramatically demonstrated at the 152.5 ern (5 ft.) distance in
wh i ch the amiable children spent 12% of their time, the greatest
propor tion of time at this distance for all four categories.

The

next highest percent of activity at 152.5 em '"as demonstrated by the
isolated children who spent only 3% of their total time at this
di stance from their confederates.

This indicates a much greater

tendency by amiable children, than the other three categories , to

seek out this large interactional distance .

Hall (1966) included

this 152.5 (5 ft.) distan.ce in the social zone which was used by
adults for business and general social, (but not friendly) interactions.

This suggests that a8iable children may relate less

intimately than the popular children to many of their peers .
P.miable children receive lmv social impact scores,

(low

visibility), and yet also receive positive social preference scores,

indicating that these children do interact well with others.
Perhaps part of this positive social preference score is due to

the ab ilit y of amiable children to in teract at a great er variety
of distances , [they exhibited 66% of their behavior at the 61 to 213
em (2 to 7ft.) distances] , than the other sociometrically
identified children, thus increasing their comparability .
Isolated children demonstrated the greatest peLcentage of their

total activity at the 61 em (2 ft.) distance .

This represents a

30 .5 em (1ft . ) personal space increase over the popular children
tvho spent their greatest amount of time at the 0 to 30.5 en distance .
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The isolated children behaved very similarly to the rejected and
amiable children at the 30 . 5 em distances but demonstrated a great
deal more behavior at the 61 em distance than the other four
cat egories of children .

The distribution (Figure 4), for the

isolated children drops dramatically after the 61 em distance and
then remains fairly stable through the remaining distances.

The

isolated children also spent almost t•nce as nuch time when 305 em
(10 ft . ) froo the i r peers than the amiable children and almost three
times more than the popular children when 305 em from their confederates .

It was predicted that the isolated children would feel more

comfortable at the
ttlis '"as confirmed .

greater distances than the other children and
The isolated group was the only one of the four

categories of children that did not spend the greatest proportion of
time at the 30.5 em distance, but apparently preferred more interaction at the 61 em distance.

They also spent longer durations,

and more time at the larger distances than the other three categories,

which was also consistent ,;ith the original expectations.
Isolated children receive low social impact ratings from their
pee rs which co r responds with the greater personal space

11

bubb l e

11

of these childr en (30 . 5 em grea t er than that of the other t h ree
ca t egories) .

The negative social preference scores received by

the isolated children suggest that their peers do not seek interaction with them frequently .

This may be due to the larger than

average personal space distance maintained by isolated children,
and the presence of nonverbal communication to their peers that
they do not desir e close interactional distances.
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Rejected children spent the grea t est proportion of their total
session tirne at the 30 . 5 distance as did the popular and amiable
children.

Ho<~ever,

the per cent of time spent by the rejected

children at this distance (32%) is much lm•er than the percent of
time spent by the pop ular children (48%), when 30 .5 em from their
peers , and is very close to the amount of til!le the amiable children
spent at the 30.5 em distance (33%).
The rejected children maintain the highest proportion of
activity at the 244 ern (8 f t. ) distance for all four categories,
(three times as much activity as the isolated and almost twice as
much activity as the popular children displayed at this sal!le
distance), and al so exhibited the greatest amount of activity at
the 274.5 and 305 (9 an d 10 ft . ) distances.
1t was predicted that th e rejected children would try to interact at the closer distances, producing high social iopact scores,

but would be unable t o main tain the close proximity to their
confede rates, reflecting the negative social preferences scores
received by the r ejected children.

Examination of the mean

proportion of time spent at each distance indicates that this
predic ti on was partially substantiated .

The amount of time spent

at t he 30.5 distance by the rejected children i s not higher than t he
proportion of time spent at this distance by the amiable and
isolated children .

This 1.as not predicted.

It was expected that

the rejected children would spend a higher percent of time at close
distances similar to the mean proportion of time spent in close
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proxicity by the popular children .

However , it is possible that

the rejected children made attempts to move in closer, thus producing
the high social iopact scores, but were "rejected 11 by their peers ,

which would account for the loHer propor tion of time spent at the
30.5 em dis t ance , than that spent by the r eje cted children at the
244 em , 274.5 em and 305 em (8 , 9, and 10 ft. ) distances.

The

other children simply may not want t o be in c l ose proximi t y to the
r ejec ted children .
In summary , the

po~ula r

child ren spent the largest

~roportion

of total time at di stances of 0 to 91.5 em (0 t o 3 ft.) from their
peers and displayed very little behavior at di stances greate r than
122 em (4ft.).

The amiable children exhibited equal amounts of

activity at the 30 . 5 em and 61 em (1 and 2 ft .) distance, and
demonstrated a substantial amount of behavior at distances of 91.5
em (3 ft.) and 213 em (7 ft . ) distances .

The amiable children Syent

the greatest proyor tion of time for all fou r categories at the 152.5
em (5 ft . ) distance but displayed very little activity at distances
grea t er than 213 em (7ft . ) .

The isola t ed ch il dr en spent the grea test

amount of their time at the 6 1 to 274 .5 em (2 to 9 f t . ) distances .
1bey also exhibited the second l ar gest proportion of behavior in
the 274.5 and 305 (9 and 10 f t . ) distances .

Finally, the re jec t ed

children spent mos t of their time at the 30 . 5 to 91.5 em cistances,
bu t also

e&~ibi te d

the greatest percen t age , of t he four categor ies ,

a t the 244 em , 274 .5 em and 305 em (8, 9 , and 10 ft . ) distances.
indicat ing that a substantial amount of the rejected ch i ldren ' s
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time was spent at the greater distances from their peers, compared
to the other three categories of children.

The popular children

spent by far the greatest proportion of time for all four socio metric categories at the closest distances.

These findings were

consistent with the predicted results.
Off - Task Behavior
In the analysis of the off-task behavior, all four categories
produced different data further indicating that the sociometric
measure did produce four distinct categories of children.

The

popular children displayed the greatest variance in behavior of all
fo~r

categories:

these children exhibited the only constant propor-

tion of activity between the two off- task situations (alone and with
the confederate) .
The behavior of the popular children in the off-task situations
may be interpreted in relation t o personality characteristics

possessed by these children .

It may be that the popular children

possess a s tron ger resi stance trait than o ther children causing them

to be less susceptible to the influence of o t her individuals,
particularly their peers .

The consistent percentage of time spent in

the two off-task situations may also be a reflection of the popular
children's lack of compliance to the instructions given by the
experimenter to play with the play dough.

Although this is pure

conjecture, it is possible that th e popular children are naturally
less compliant and therefore, respond more independently of ot hers
regardless of the situation.

Other personality traits or
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characteristics, including increased confidence, may account for

the difference in the off-task behavior of the popular children.
Th is hypo thetical personality vari ab l e may explain not on l y
differences found in the proxemic behavior of the popular children
but may also account for th e popular sociometric ratings that these
children cons istently receive from their peers.
S tatistical Versus Funct ion al- Phenomenologica l Significance
The research addressed itself to two basic questions:

was

there a meaningful relations hip between sociometric s tatus and
proxemic behavio r and does the sociometric measu re, which has
been shown t o discriminate meanfully on measures of social

comprehension , also identify groups which diffe r on proxemics and
personal space?

Evaluation of statistically significan t results does no t fully
answer these ques tion s.

It is difficult to know what is psycho-

logically i mpo rtant by attendin g only to " H" values and pr obabili t y
statements .

~lliile

the differences among the four sociometric groups

showed s tatistically significant diffe rences in four situations, the
functional - phenomenological differe nces that resulted are as
important and interesting in understanding the implications of this
data .
power.

Hence, the important aspect of this study is its

eA~lanatory

The research looked at children of different sociometric

categories , trying t o detect diffe rences in proxemic and personal

space behav i o r.

The Kruska l l - Hal l i s tests indicated some
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statistically significant differences; functional-phenomenological
differences allow one to interpret the meani ngs of those differences.
Although statistically significant results were not found at the
distance of 305 em (10 ft.) examination of Table 2 shows that t he
i solated children had a mean of 16 . 11 seconds at this distance .
This compares 1o1ith a mean time of . 5 seconds for the popular
children, . 43 seconds for the amiable and 2 . 35 seconds for the
rejected children .

This indicates an interesting trend.

The isolated

children we r e expected to spend a substantially greater propor t io n of
time at this far di s t ance , which 1o1as subs t antiated in the observed
behavior of the i solated children in the experimental situation and
indicated by the mean time of these iso l ated children at 305 em (10
ft.).

This substan tial ly greater time spent by isolateu chiluren at

t his large distance accOLL'lts for the lmv social i m?act scores
received by chis g r oup and may even affect the l mv social preference

scores of the isolated childr en .

In t eraction at

3~5

em (10 f t. ) is

pr obab l y uncomfortable for most peers of t hese isolated ch il dren and
not sought by many.

Revielol of the data presented in Table 2 for the time the children
spent off-t ask 1o1ith the confederate, also indicates a second trend
of interes t.

Although this zone di d not produce statistically

significant results, th ere appears some large cat ego rical discrepancies in behavior .

The r ejected children had a mean time of 29 . 07

seconds compa re d to 18 . 54 se c ond for the popular chil dren, 17 . 0
seconds for the amiable, and 13 . 27 seconds for the isolated chi l dren
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when off-task with the nonidentified child.

These data suggest

that the rejec t ed children joined the confederate in the off- task
behavior in an attempt to maintain close proximity and interaction
or that the rejected children attracted the o ther child away from
the play dough t o t he off-task zone.

The latter i s somewha t doub t ful

in light of the negative social preference sco re s received by the
rejected children indicatin g that the peers of these children do not
frequently desire or seek their company.
Overall, the mean times spen t at each dis t ance by the fou r
categories, (Table 2), indicate trends in the direction originally
predicted.

The popular children had the largest mean ti mes at the

close distances (0 to 91 em) , corresponding to th e high social impact
scores received by these children .

The isolated and amiable children

consistently maintained high mean times at the intermediate and large

distances (122 t o 305 em), acco unting for the lower social impact
score r eceived by t hese children .
Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn as a result of this study .
The preschool age subjec ts utilized in this study demons trat ed
general patt erns of proxemic behavior, regardless of sociometric
status.

These subjects spent t he majority of t heir total sess i on

time a t close dista nce s of 30 to 122 em from their pee r s and spent
a very low pe r centa ge of time at dis t ances gr e ater than this .
implication3 of this finding a re twofold:

The

fi rst, i t i s highly

possible, as indicated by these data, that preschool children have
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developed proxemic behavior that includes personal space maintenance,
and that this behavior is fairly stable for all children of this age.
Second, the personal space behavior of these children very closel y
approximates that of the adults studied by Hall (1966), indicating
that proxemic behavior of preschool children remains stable
throughout their lifetime .
One of the questions addressed by this resear ch concerns whether
the sociometric measure would identify groups which differ in their
proxemic behavior.

The results of the current study indicate

that the sociometric ratings were meaningful

~nd

did describe four

different categories of children who differed in their personal
space behavior.

Statistically significant differences <.rere found in

th e proxemic behavior of the children when less than 30 . 5 em (1 ft .),
from the other children, and '"hen 152 . 5 and 244 em (5 and 8 ft.)
from the confederates .

Statis tically significant differences were

also found when th e children were off- task .

The differences in

the proxemic behavior between sociometric ca tegori es indicates that
the soc iometric status of children may directly relate to the personal
space maintenance of preschool children .

Summary
Definite differences in the proxemic behavior of the four
sociometric categories of children were found.

The popular, amiable ,

isola ted , and rejected children all displayed unique activity in
seven of the ten distances and in the off-task situation.

This

substantiates the sociometric categories conceptualized by Peery
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(1979) and the data of Bakken (Note 2), and suggests that preschool
age children

ha~e

developed, and are operating within, distinct

personal space zones very similar to those created and maintained
by adults (Hall, 1966) .

These data also indicate that the proxemic

behavior of children, although similar across categories, is main-

taine d

differently as a function of sociometric status.

Imulications for Further Study
This study answered some important questions.

Ho~veve

r, it also

led to more questions t hat need to be explored in further study .
Due to the static nature of thi s data analysis it is difficult
to predict why the children proportj_oned their time in the v arious

distances as they did .

It will be necessary to build transition

matrices for t he four groups across distances to understand the true

nature of these data.

It is impossible to know why a child moved in

or out of a particular distance wi t hout knowing who moved first, the

t arget child or the nonidenti fied child.

This type of analysis

(transition matrices) will reveal whe ther a move by the t arget child
into a specific distance

~vas

the result of trying to maintain a more

proximate distance to, or greater distances from , the confede rate.

The physical setting of the observation room r esult ed in an
unexpec t ed limitation of the interpretation of the results of this
study.

Because of the size of the experimen tal r oom the children

were able to move away from the t able, and the other child , into
the of f-t ask area t o assume a greater distance f r om the confederate.
Th i s was confounding t o the extent that it was

i~possible

to
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determine if the child tvas moving atvay from the table because he or

she did not '"ant to play with the play dough or because he or she
wanted to move away from th e other child.

It was also impossible for

the children to move off-task to join the other children already off task .

This situation raises the same question :

was the child drawn

to his or her peer who was already off-task or was the child simply
tired of playing at the table and thus seeking new stimulation?
Jios t importantly, a replication of the study of proxemic behavior
of the young child is needed.

The personal space maintenance of

preschool children has been studied only slightly and this research
represents one of the first attempts to explore the proxemic world
of the young child .

The results of this study offer some interesting

and important inferences that demand exploration .

It will be

necessary to investigate the findings of thi s study in greater depth

and through replication studies, to fully understand the nonverbal
processes involved in the proxemic behavior of young children.
Differen t combinations and manipulation of the variables involved
in this research would also be meaningful .
This study focused on the personal space behavior of the young
child, which represents only one small area of nonverbal communication and yet at the same time encompasses many types of this powerful
behavior.

From the present study, it is apparent that the issue of

nonverbal communication is conplex, and is highly intertwined with

the verbal cornRunication pr ocess.

Wi thout continued , carefully

engineered research in this domain, conducted t.Jith yo ung subjects, it

will be impossible to fully understand the realm of human behavior .
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